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Abstract: India is called as subcontinent due to existence of lot of diversity and it offers several types of 
tourist destinations. It has various attractive beaches, forests, wildlife and landscapes for ecotourism, 
rivers and snow peaks for adventure tourism, centres of worship for pilgrimage tourism etc. The Indian 
handicrafts, particularly jewellery, carpets, leather goods, ivory and brass work are the main shopping 
items of foreign tourists. It is roughly surveyed that nearly forty per cent of the tourist expenditure on 
shopping is spent on above mentioned items. This research paper makes an attempt to look into the 
inward and out flow of tourist from India and foreign visitors to India, it also examines the employment 
opportunities created by tourism sector in Karnataka and it focuses on   the problems and gives 
proposals to solve the mentioned problems. 

 
Introduction: Tourism activities play an important role in depicting Indian tradition and culture. 
Tourism within India has, undergone a metamorphic changes in recent years, increased in terms of 
international tourists and in domestic tourist. This has led to the redevelopment and rebranding of 
many of its destinations as the Indian government has begun to recognize the potential importance of 
tourism to the Indian economy and has begun to invest in tourism infrastructure. It is also recognized 
that as its economy continues to grow at a rapid rate, India will also become one of the most important 
countries in terms of future outbound tourism.  
 
In olden days, other than for leisure and entertainment, travel was primarily for pilgrimage, commerce 
and trade. The holy places dotting the country side where various religious and traditional fairs and 
festivals were held attracted people from various parts of the subcontinent that paved the way for the 
development of domestic tourism in India and the amassing economic opportunities of the country 
attracted many people from other parts of the world for commerce and trade led to the idea of 
international tourism. 
 
Objectives: 

· To explain the trends in arrival of domestic and foreign tourists to Karnataka. 

· To highlight the employment opportunities created by tourism department. 

· To focus on problems and proposals of the tourism sector. 
 
Methodology: The study is based on the secondary data collected from Books, journals, articles, 
newspapers and internet,  to analyse the problems and prospects tourism industry in Karnataka and to 
suggest suitable measures for its progress. 
 
Tourism in India: Tourism is the largest service industry in India, with a contribution of 6.23 percent to 
the National GDP and 8.78 percent of total employment in India. India attracts more than five million 
foreign tourists and 562 million domestic tourists annually. The tourism industry in India generated 
about US $100 billion in 2008 and that is expected to increase to US$275.5 billion by 2018 with 9.4 
percent annual growth rate. 
 
 According to the fifth Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Report of World Economic Forum (2013), 
India has moved up by three steps from 68th rank in 2011 to 65th Rank in 2013 out of 140 countries in 
terms of travel and industry. This report also finds India good in air transport (ranked 39th) particularly 
given the country’s stage of development. In ground transport infrastructure India ranked 42nd 
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although the quality of roads and ports require further improvement. Switzerland, Germany and 
Australia lead the world in terms of their travel and tourism industry competitiveness. Others in the top 
ten are Spain (4th), United Kingdom (5th), United States (6th), France (7th), Canada (8th), Sweden 
(9th) and Singapore (10th). 
 
Tourism in Karnataka: The state of Karnataka was established in the year 1956, under the States 
Reorganization Act. The state was originally called the state of Mysuru and later renamed Karnataka in 
1973. Karnataka is located in the western half of the Deccan plateau. Karnataka state possesses an array  
of ancient sculpture sites of heritage value, breath-taking landscape, exotic wildlife, temple towns, 
heritage sites, forts, sandalwood forests, coffee plantations, waterfalls, wildlife, Western Ghats and hill 
stations. In this background, there are ample opportunities for tourism in Karnataka. The state of 
Karnataka stands one among the  top ten domestic tourism destinations in India and has ranked 4th in 
2013. The state has various tourism destination such as beaches, hill stations, heritage monuments, 
national parks, wild life sanctuaries etc. The state is encouraging tourism under the tagline “One state, 
many worlds”. With the largest number of institutes in hotel management and catering technology in 
the state Karnataka has a large pool of skilled human resources. 
 
Importance of Tourism in Karnataka: Tourism industry has positive effect on  Karnataka economy. 
The development in tourism sector not only contributes to income generation of the state, but also 
increases  employment and income at  local as well as  international level. Tourism increases the  
employment opportunities among women, rural artisans, educated unemployed and youth, since it is a 
lobour intensive industry. Furthermore, as the development of the tourism sector is basically an 
integrated one, it leads to develop  other related sectors like power, water, transportation, agriculture 
and allied, small-scale sectors (like Handicraft, Handlooms, Artisan, Hotel etc.).  
 

Trends in Tourists Arrival in Karnataka 

year Indians Foreigners Total Percentage Change(%) 
2001 14117464 140703 14258167 -- -- 

2002 8678670 59545 8738215 -38.5 -57.6 

2003 11175292 249908 11425200 28.7 319.6 

2004 27194178 530225 27724403 143.3 112.1 

2005 30470316 545225 31015541 12.0 2.8 

2006 36195907 505524 36701431 18.7 -7.2 

2007 37825953 534563 38360516 4.5 5.7 

2008 37010928 520041 37530969 -2.1 -2.7 

2009 32729679 529847 33259526 -11.5 1.8 

2010 38202077 524573 38726650 16.7 -0.9 

2011 84107390 574005 84681359 120.1 9.4 

2012 94052729 595359 94648088 11.8 3.7 

2013 98010140 636378 98646518 4.2 6.8 

2014 118283220 561870 118845090 20.6 -11.7 

Source: Economic survey of Karnataka 2013 -2014 and 2014-15 
 
The data shows that tourist flow into the State has continuously been increasing from 1.42 crores in 2001 
to 11.88 crores in 2014, which indicates substantial increase in arrivals. But unfortunately this trend could 
not continue and in the year 2002, it fell to 0.87crores. The main reason for slow down of foreign visitors 
is due to terrorist attack on world trade centre in U.S.A in 2001. In the later years, the tourist inflow to 
the State is steadily increasing. As a result of this, Karnataka has a considerable growth in tourist 
arrivals. The flow of tourists registered a considerable increase compared to the past few years. From the 
above data it is clear that there is greater variation in domestic tourist arrivals compared to the foreign 
tourists during the reference period.  
 
Employment Opportunities in Tourism Industry in Karnataka: Tourism has multiplier effect on 
income and employment generation of the Karnataka economy, because it creates positive spread effect 
on various other sectors like hotel management, education, health sector, banking, recreation club, 
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water fantasy park, film ciites, demand for day to day commodities which in turn contributes to create 
job in above mentioned sectors. Employment opportunities will be generated under following sectors :  
a) Restaurants:  Due to the development of tourism in Karnataka, number of restaurants come up and 

provide various employment opportunities for unemployees. Now a days  restaurants are the sectors 
which is one of the largest job providing unit. Because it provides employment opportunities  from 
the trained people, like manager and to the untrained sweepers, cook and others getting good wages. 

 
b)  Lodges: The rapid growth of lodges is also the result of tourism growth. It has created several job 

opportunities even for the illiterates. The local people with sites have come up to construct lodges 
thinking more profitable due to emergence of large number of tourists. 

 
c) Transportation: Taxies are in great demand as the tourist always wants taxies as means of 

transportation.  Now a days OLA cars, auto are in great demand by travellers due to minimum fair 
and also they can book through their android phone at their finger tips. Which once again has 
provided job opportunities. 

 

d) Dhabhas:  This concept is also introduced to villages now. Home- makers especially at  villages, now 
making good fortune by their dhesi style of food habits in attracting other out siders. Especially dhesi  
non veg curry with neer dosa, ragi ball, rice roti, rice ball in different parts of Karnataka. 

 
e) Shopkeepers and Street Traders: The number of shops and street traders are increasing, thus 

providing job opportunities for untrained and unskilled. Mention can be made of hilkal saree, 
shimoga pickles,  channapatna toys, puliyogare powder at melukote, coffee, cardamom from 
madikere, dry fruits from south canara, also known for antict gold ornaments which has created job 
for many local familiesand has helped in earning the additional income. 

 
f) Festivals: Karnataka is known for its rich culture and heritage since time immemoriale, different 

parts of Karnataka is known for celebrating and attracting visitors by various festivals, some of them 
are Dasara of Mysore and Mandya, Karaga of Bangalore. 

 
It is during the month of January that Hampi architectural ruins spring back to life and bring people 
together to celebrate the grand extravaganza, Hampi Festival. Hampi, a spectacular town was once the 
capital of the glorious Vijayanagar Empire. "Vijay Utsav" alias the Hampi festival is commemorated from 
the times of Vijayanagar reign. 
 
Kambala festival brings the season of splash, speed, and power. More than 150 pairs of buffaloes are 
groomed specially for the festival, and are pegged against each other for the prize money.  
Tula Sankramana is celebrated with great pomp and show in the coorg district of Karnataka. At 
Talakaveri, the point of origin of the Cauvery or Kaveri river, people get together to have a dip in the 
holy water of Tala Kavery. A Fountain from a small tank springs up and fills another larger tank 
whenever the sun rises and faces the Tula Rasi.  
 
Every 12 years, millions of pilgrimages make their way to Gomateshwara temple for 
Mahamastakabhisheka. It is an important Jain festival, where the grand statue of Gomateshwara is 
bathed and anointed with milk, saffron paste and dusted with powders of turmeric, sandalwood, and 
vermilion. Each and every ingredient poured on the statue has a significance- water to cleanse the 
statue, sandalwood to spread the fragrance of Bahubali's virtues, kashkachoorna to beautify and cane 
juice to relieve hunger. 
 
Challenges of Tourism in Karnataka:  

1. Pollution: Karnataka ,once known as pollution free state is now getting polluted to the maximum 
due to the growth of industries, emergence of IT and BT sector has led to large growth of population, 
too much of vehicles have led to pollution. 
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2. Density of Population and Vehicle:  Increase in the density of population and vehicles have 
disturbed the calmness and healthy living of the people.  

 
3. Deforestation: With the growth of tourism, money making has landed firmly in the people. Home 

stays have substituted the place of forests. Green land is slowly been converted to dry land. 
 
4. Shortage of rented houses: There is shortage of rented houses due to the development of home 

stays. The rents have also reached its peak value and the middle man is struggling to survive being 
unable to pay the rent.  

 
5. Lop sided development: With the development of tourism sector,only tourism spots are 

developed,whereas other regions are lagged behind the main stream of economic growth.  
 
6. Increase in crime rate: With the growth of tourism the increase of theft and other illegal activities 

are also increasing.  
 
7.  Naxalism and Terrorism: Proper details of a person is not demanded in home stays, as their main 

intension is only money making. As a result it leads to various terrorist activities 
 
8. Expensive livelihood: The rates of each and every commodity are increasing as the demand for the 

goods is also increasing. This has made common man to struggle for life. 
 

9. Loss of valuable Culture: Tourism leads to demonstration effect, as a result youths are        
completely westernizing themselves adopting western culture and neglecting our precious cultural.    

 
10. Lack of interest in agriculture sector: As tourism growth is providing job opportunities even   to 

the untrained, agriculture is completely neglected and the agricultural lands are converted into home 
stays, resorts commercial sites etc. 

 
Conclusion: Tourism sector can be an important source of employment for many of the unemployed 
youth and consequently reduces the poverty in the society. Most of the job creations due to tourism 
development are occurring in the unorganized sector of the business economy and it also promote self 
employment. Tourism development in local areas helps for infrastructure development, 
commoditization and market for cultural and traditional resources such as cuisine, fairs and festivals, 
music and dance, art and architecture, religious resources etc. 
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